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Abstract This papers proposes that Southern Aymara, an understudied Andean
language, has a verbal superlative degree morpheme, namely, -su, that combines
with degree achievements. I illustrate this with verbs with -cha, a suffix that derives
degree achievements, to which -su attaches. I show that sentences with the verbal
superlative -su have absolute and relative readings, which is similar to sentences
with adjectival superlatives (as has beed discussed for English). I further show that
relative readings arise when the verbal superlative interacts with focus. I propose
that verbal superlatives involve comparison of degree-event pairs.
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1 Introduction
This paper makes the novel observation that, in Southern Aymara (henceforth,
Aymara), there is a verbal superlative, namely, the suffix -su, that combines with
degree achievements. I will show that sentences with the verbal superlative in
Aymara have absolute and relative readings, which is similar to sentences with
adjectival superlatives (as has been discussed for English). I will further show that
relative readings arise when the verbal superlative interacts with focus, which in
Aymara is marked with the overt focus marker -wa. I will propose that sentences
with a verbal superlative involve comparison of degree-event pairs such that the
superlative indicates that a given degree is reached in an event such that in no other
event is that degree reached.1
(1-2) show what sentences with a verbal superlative intuitively mean: in each
case, the theme changes in such a way that it reaches the greatest degree—this
intuitive meaning is captured by means of the underlined part in the English glosses.
* I would like to especially thank Jon Gajewski and Roger Gonzalo Segura for their constant feedback
on this project. This work was supported by the University of Connecticut’s El Instituto’s Pre-doctoral
Fellowship 2017-2018.
1 Typologically, Aymara is a suffixal and to some extent agglutinative language whose sentences show
an SOV order. I focus on the dialect of the town of Pomata (province of Chicuito, department of
Puno), that is spoken by 13,637 people (Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática 2010).
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Thus, in (1), the hair is straightened to a (lexical) maximum (i.e., the hair becomes
completely straight); in (2), that table is dirtied to a (contextual) maximum. Through-
out this paper, I set aside an extent reading, where the whole or parts of the theme
are considered.2,3
(1) Mariya
Mary
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair to the greatest degree (of straightness).’
(2) Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table to the greatest degree (of dirtiness).’
The data discussed in this paper are based on two sources of information:
grammatical descriptions, in particular, Cerrón-Palomino (2008) and, for the most
part, Gonzalo Segura (2011), and original fieldwork with two consultants. The
methodology used for the latter involved the presentation of contextual scenarios
using Spanish as an auxiliary language, which was followed by a request for a felicity
judgment on a particular grammatical sentence given that contextual scenario (see
Matthewson 2004; Davis, Gillon & Matthewson 2014; and Bochnak & Matthewson
2015 for discussion regarding the soundness and validity of the aforementioned
methodological choices).
The roadmap of this paper is as follows: in section 2, I introduce degree achieve-
ments that are derived with the suffix -cha. In section 3, I propose that -su conveys
maximality, and address telicity contrasts involving verbs with -cha and -su. In
section 4, I provide evidence that suggests that the suffix -su is a degree morpheme.
In section 5, I show that sentences with verbal superlatives can have absolute and
relative readings—the latter show interaction with focus. Section 6 is the pro-
posal, which I state in terms of comparison of degree-event pairs. Section 7 is the
conclusion.
2 Verbs with -cha
The suffix -cha derives degree achievements in Aymara. Here I make use of the verbs
llusk’a-cha-ña ‘to straighten’ (3) and qañu-cha-ña ‘to dirty’ (4) to illustrate verbs
with this suffix—i.e., the verbs that are present in (1-2); -ña is the infinitival marker.
The bases in these verbs are llusk’a ‘straight’ and qañu ‘dirty’ respectively. Focusing
on the verb-theme relation, (3-4) convey the meaning that there is an increase in
2 Abbreviations: 3S = third person subject; ABL = ablative; ACC = accusative; DUR = durative; FOC =
focus.
3 Ellided vowels are put in parentheses.
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degree for the theme: in (3), the hair increases in its degree of straightness; in (4),
that table increases in its degree of dirtiness.
(3) Mariya
Mary
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-i.
straight-cha-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair (i.e., Mary made the hair straighter).’
(4) Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-i.
dirty-cha-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table (i.e., Mary made that table dirtier).’
The bases in verbs with -cha in (3-4) are gradable—the suffix -cha derives degree
achievements out of gradable base predicates. Following extensive literature on the
topic (Cresswell 1976; Kennedy & McNally 2005; Klein 1991; Pedersen 2015),
gradable predicates can be understood in terms of scales S. These are sets of linearly
ordered degrees d along some dimension associated with a predicate. A scale S is
defined as follows:
(5) The scale S associated with a gradable base predicate is a pairing 〈S,<〉 or
〈S,>〉, where < or > is a linear order on S.
The minimal and maximal degrees in the scale S of a gradable base predicate are
defined in (6)—note that if these degrees exist, they are unique (since the scale is
linearly ordered):
(6) a. minS, the minimal degree ∈ S, is defined as the degree d such that no
degree d′ < d.
b. maxS, the maximal degree ∈ S, is defined as the degree d such that no
degree d < d′.
The scale associated with a predicate could lexically incorporate no minimal or
maximal degree (these are open scales, which are exemplified (7)), either a minimal
or a maximal degree (these are partially closed scales, as in (8)), or both a minimal
and a maximal degree (these are closed scales, as in (9)). (7-9) illustrate the same
dimensions for each row, i.e., softness/hardness in (7), cleanliness/dirtiness and
curliness/straightness (8), and emptiness/fullness in (9), but opposite orderings, as
indicated in the parentheses next to each item.
(7) Open scales
soft (>) hard (<)
(8) Partially closed scales
a. clean (>) dirty (<)
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b. curly (>) straight (<)
(9) Closed scales
empty (>) full (<)
Verbs with -cha are derived with any kind of gradable base, i.e., gradable bases
can have any of the scales in (9) associated with them. Thus, the verbs in (10) are
derived from bases that have an open scale associated with them, the verbs in (11)
are derived from bases that have a partially closed scale associated with them, and
the verb in (12) has a closed scale associated with it. Note that examples like those
in (10-11) show that there is no restriction with regard to the ordering of the scale:
(10a-b) and (11a-b) are antonyms that involve opposite orderings.
(10) Open scales
a. quña ‘soft’ quña-cha-ña ‘to soften’
b. qala ‘hard’ qala-cha-ña ‘to harden’
(11) Partially closed scales
a. llusk’a ‘straight’ llusk’a-cha-ña ‘to straighten’
b. phirqa ‘curly’ phirqa-cha-ña ‘to curl’
c. qañu ‘dirty’ qañu-cha-ña ‘to dirty’
(12) Closed scales
phuqa ‘full’ phuqa-cha-ña ‘to fill’
In the case of degree achievements, the scales of the base predicates are in-
corporated by the verb. In particular, as Kennedy & Levin (2008) discuss, degree
achievements have a derived minimum, namely, the degree with which the theme
starts out when participating in the change. In this sense, the scale associated with
degree achievements is always bottom closed. This is not the case with the degree
reached at the end of the change: depending on the scale associated with the base
predicate, an absolute maximum may or may not be reached. Thus, if the base
has a top-closed scale, a reading of the degree achievement in which an absolute
maximum is reached is possible (this is the case of, e.g., to straighten and its Aymara
counterpart llusk’a-cha-ña); if the base is top-open, such reading is not available,
as the base does not include such maximum (this is case of, e.g., to harden and its
Aymara counterpart qala-cha-ña). The issue of reaching a maximum or not is of
particular interest in this paper; I turn to it in the next section.
3 Maximality and telicity contrasts
In this paper, I propose that -su conveys maximality, i.e., when -su is added to
sentences like (3-4) (i.e., (1-2)), a maximum is conveyed—in the absence of -su, no
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maximum is conveyed (see Martínez Vera 2018 for an account of sentences involving
degree achievements with -cha where -su is not present). Thus, whether the base
does or does not provide a (lexical) maximal degree (e.g., llusk’a ‘straight’ includes
it, but qañu ‘dirty’ does not), -su expresses maximality.
Evidence for this comes from the adjunction of expressions that target low
degrees in the scale of the expression under discussion. In Aymara, one such
expression is juk’aki ‘a little bit’: while it is compatible in the absence of -su, it is
incompatible in its presence. This is exemplified in (13-14). These examples suggest
that a maximum is reached in the presence of -su. It is a lexical one in (13b); it is a
contextual one in (14b).
(13) a. Mariya
Mary
juk’aki
a little bit
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-i.
straight-cha-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair (i.e., Mary made the hair straighter) a little
bit.’
b. ?*Mariya
Mary
juk’aki
a little bit
ñikuta- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair (to the greatest degree of straightness) a
little bit.’
(14) a. Mariya
Mary
juk’aki
a little bit
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-i.
dirty-cha-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table (i.e., Mary made that table dirtier) a little bit.’
b. ?*Mariya
Mary
juk’aki
a little bit
uka
that
misa- /0
tableACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table (to the greatest degree of dirtiness) a little bit.’
This discussion is relevant with regard to telicity, since there is a clear contrast
when sentences involving verbs with -cha are considered. The contrast is crucially
tied to the presence or absence of -su. To show this, I make use of the Aymara
equivalents of in- and for-adverbials, specifically, the equivalents of in an hour and
for an hour. These are distinguished by means of the presence or absence of the
ablative suffix -tha, which attaches to the time expression; in particular, the ablative
marker is present in telic adverbials but is absent in atelic ones. Of importance
here is that, when -su is present, telic adverbials are possible, whereas atelic ones
are ungrammatical, as shown in (15b,16b). In contrast, when -su is absent, atelic
adverbials are possible, whereas telic ones are not, as shown in (15a,16a). This
further suggests that, in the presence of -su, a bound (a maximum here) is reached;
in its absence, no bound is reached.
(15) a. Mariya
Mary
ma:
one
ura
hour
/ ??ma:
one
ura-tha
hour-ABL
ñikuta- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-i.
straight-cha-3S
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‘Mary straightened the hair (i.e., Mary made the hair straighter) for an
hour/in an hour.’
b. Mariya
Mary
?*ma:
one
ura
hour
/ ma:
one
ura-tha
hour-ABL
ñikuta- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair (to the greatest degree of straightness) for
an hour/in an hour.’
(16) a. Mariya
Mary
ma:
one
ura
hour
/ ??ma:
one
ura-tha
hour-ABL
uka
that
misa- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-i.
dirty-cha-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table (i.e., Mary made that table dirtier) for an
hour/in an hour.’
b. Mariya
Mary
?*ma:
one
ura
hour
/ ma:
one
ura-tha
hour-ABL
uka
that
misa- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table (to the greatest degree of dirtiness) for an
hour/in an hour.’
4 The suffix -su as a degree morpheme
In this section, I argue that -su is a degree morpheme. Gonzalo Segura (2011) shows
that -su is a suffix that combines very close to the verbal domain, in fact, it appears
right next to the suffix -cha. It precedes all the morphemes that alter the verbal
valence, such as the anticausative -ta and the benefactive -rapi. It also precedes
aspectual markers. Consider, for example, the durative -ska. This suffix merges after
-su (the durative also combines in the structure after the suffixes that alter the valence
of the verb are combined). This distribution is compatible with -su being a degree
morpheme, since this kind of element is claimed to combine in a very low position
in the structure (Hay, Kennedy & Levin 1999; Kennedy & Levin 2008; Pedersen
2015).
The relative position of -su and -ska is of particular interest in the present discus-
sion, because it could be argued that, in principle, -su is some kind of perfect(ive)
aspectual marker, since it is closely tied to telic readings, which were discussed in
section 3. The expectation would be that these two suffixes would not co-occur,
as they would head the same projection (i.e., AspectP). As mentioned above, this
is not the case, since both suffixes can actually co-occur, where -su precedes -ska
(see Merchant 2015 and references therein for recent discussion with regard to the
relative position of AspectP in the syntactic spine). In this regard, consider (17), an
example in which -su and -ska appear in the same clause. In this case, the duration
of the event of Mary dirtying that table is extended, and it ends reaching a point in
which it cannot be dirtied anymore. Under the proposal that -su targets a maximum,
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the presence of this suffix in (17) would mean that a (contextual) maximal degree is
reached at the end of the event (as the scale associated with the base qañu ‘dirty’
does not include a lexical one). The English translation using the progressive tries to
make explicit that the duration of the event was extended.
(17) Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-sk(a)-i.
dirty-cha-su-DUR-3S
‘Mary was dirtying that table (and that table was dirtied to the greatest
degree of dirtiness).’
The sentence when -su is absent is also grammatical, as shown in (18). In this
case, the duration of the event is also extended. Crucially, (17-18) differ minimally
in that a maximal degree is not reached in the latter (since -su is absent). Note that
in both sentences the durative’s contribution to the meaning of the sentence is the
same: the duration of the event is extended. Thus, this meaning does not compete or
replace the contribution of -su.
(18) Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-cha-sk(a)-i.
dirty-cha-DUR-3S
‘Mary was dirtying that table (and that table wasn’t dirtied to the greatest
degree of dirtiness).’
It is also worth pointing out that -su has a restricted distribution in that it only
combines with degree achievements. In connection with this, I discuss two related
issues. On the one hand, although in this paper the case under study involves degree
achievements derived with the suffix -cha, -su may also combine with other degree
achievements, e.g., lexical ones. This is shown in (19). The verb is the lexical degree
achievement ch’iyara-ña ‘to darken’.
(19) a. Jusiya
Joseph
uka
that
is(i)- /0
dress-ACC
ch’iyar(a)-i.
darken-3S
‘Joseph darkened that dress (i.e., Joseph made the dress darker).’
b. Jusiya
Joseph
uka
that
is(i)- /0
dress
ch’iyar(a)-su-(i).
darken-su-3S
‘Joseph darkened that dress to the greatest degree (of darkness).’
Moreover, if -su is in fact a degree morpheme, it should not be possible for it to
combine with verbs that do not have a degree argument. This is actually the case. I
illustrate this with the verb pichawaya-ña ‘to sweep’, which appears in the examples
in (20). The lexical aspect here is that of an activity; interestingly, -su is not allowed
in this case.
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(20) a. Jusiya
Joseph
ut(a)- /0
house-ACC
pichaway(a)-i.
sweep-3S
‘Joseph sweeped the house.’
b. *Jusiya
Joseph
ut(a)- /0
house-ACC
pichaway(a)-su-(i).
sweep-su-3S
Intended: ‘Joseph swept the house to the greatest degree (of sweep-
ness).’
The discussion in this section thus suggests that -su is a degree morpheme.
5 Absolute and relative readings
This section provides an initial characterization of the readings the suffix -su gives
rise to. In this sense, this section provides further details with regard to how the
notion of maximality is to be understood in the case under discussion. In particular, I
will show that sentences with degree achievements in the presence of -su display an
ambiguity between absolute and relative (or comparative) readings—I will only focus
on extensional readings here. Relative readings arise under the interaction with focus,
which in Aymara is overtly marked with the focus morpheme -wa—in this section, I
will concentrate on focalized external and internal arguments. As will be noted, the
presence of this ambiguity—including the interaction with focus—is very similar
to what has been observed in the literature of adjectival superlatives (Szabolcsi
1986; von Fintel 1994; Heim 1999; Farkas & Kiss 2000; Sharvit & Stateva 2002;
Stateva 2002; Pancheva & Tomaszewicz 2012; Tomaszewicz 2015). The discussion
to follow will thus mean that the readings associated with adjectival superlatives,
which are the ones that have been acknowledged in the semantic literature, are also
present in a domain that is distinct from it, in this case, the verbal domain. Based on
these parallelisms, I argue that -su is a verbal superlative.
I will first discuss the so-called absolute reading. In the adjectival domain, this
reading can be illustrated with the sentence in (21):
(21) Mary climbed the highest mountain.
The absolute reading of this sentence is as follows: what was climbed is the highest
among mountains (in a relevant context). Suppose that the relevant context includes
the highest among mountains, namely, Mount Everest. The absolute reading of (21)
means that Mary climbed Mount Everest.
In the case of sentences with a degree achievement and -su in Aymara, recall
the sentences in (1-2), repeated below as (22-23). As discussed in section 3, these
sentences convey the meaning that the theme changes in such a way that the greatest
degree in the relevant scale is reached. Notice that the degrees involved are degrees
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of change. Thus, in the case of (22), the hair is straightened in such a way that
the greatest degree of straightness is reached (the degree reached here is lexically
encoded in the scale associated with the predicate); in the case of (23), that table is
dirtied to the greatest degree of dirtiness (the degree reached here is contextual, as
the scale associated with the predicate does not include a lexical maximum).
(22) Mariya
Mary
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair to the greatest degree (of straightness).’
(23) Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table to the greatest degree (of dirtiness).’
Under the assumption that degree achievement VPs denote predicates of events,
as argued for by, e.g., Kennedy & Levin (2008), I propose to state the comparison
involved in verbal superlatives in terms of events. Thus, with regard to the absolute
reading, (22) describes an event of straightening the hair to the greatest degree (a lex-
ical maximum in this case) when compared to other relevant events of straightening
the hair in a comparison class in which this is not the case. Something similar can
be said with regard to (23): it describes an event of dirtying that table to the greatest
degree (a contextual maximum in this case) when compared to other relevant events
of dirtying that table in a comparison class in which this is not the case.4
I will now turn to the so-called relative (or comparative) reading. The literature
on adjectival superlatives points out that this reading appears in the interaction with
focus. An example appears in (24). It differs from (21) in that Mary is focalized—the
focalized element is marked with F.
(24) [Mary]F climbed the highest mountain.
The relative reading of this sentence is as follows: Mary need not climb the highest
among mountains (i.e., Mount Everest); instead, it suffices that she be the one that
climbed the highest mountain among the relevant individuals (in a comparison class)
that climbed mountains.
The relative reading of adjectival superlatives is translatable to the verbal domain
in Aymara when expressions including -su are considered. In this language, focalized
4 In this paper, I set aside further issues that arise when events are linked to possible worlds and
different times—in principle, it is conceivable that the comparison involves events happening in
different worlds or at different times. I will only make reference to an intuitive (and simplified)
comparison of events where some degree of change is reached. This is one of the issues that needs to
be addressed in future research in order to pin down the details with regard to how the comparison
class in expressions with verbal superlatives should be analyzed.
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elements are marked with the overt marker -wa (see Klose 2015 for the suggestion
that -wa is a focus marker).5 Here I show how -su interacts with focus when the
external and internal arguments are focalized. With regard to the focalization of the
external argument, consider the examples in (25-26).
(25) [Mariya-wa]
Mary-FOC
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair more than anybody else did (i.e., Mary made a
greater change in straightness than anybody else did).’
(26) [Mariya-wa]
Mary-FOC
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table more than anybody else did (i.e., Mary made a
greater change in dirtiness than anybody else did).’
Here the external argument is focalized. (25) conveys the meaning that Mary
straightened the hair more than anybody else did, which crucially means that the
hair need not be fully straight as a result of Mary’s straightening of the hair. In terms
of events, (25) describes an event in which Mary’s straightening of the hair reached
some degree (not necessarily the maximum) and nobody else straightened the hair
as much as Mary. Something similar can be said with regard to (26): it conveys the
meaning that Mary dirtied that table more than anybody else—no maximum need be
reached. In terms of events, (26) describes an event in which Mary’s dirtying of that
table reached some degree (not necessarily a contextual maximum) and nobody else
dirtied that table as much as Mary.
The sentences in (27-28) show the case where the internal argument (the theme)
is focalized:
(27) Mariya
Mary
[ñikut(a)- /0-wa]
hair-ACC-FOC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair more than anything else (i.e., the change in
straightness of the hair is greater than the change in straightness of anything
else).’
(28) Mariya
Mary
[uka
that
mis(a)- /0-wa]
table-ACC-FOC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table more than anything else (i.e., the change in dirtiness
of that table is greater than the change in dirtiness of anything else).’
The reasoning with regard to the relative reading in this case is similar to what
was discussed for (25-26). What is crucial in the examples is that the theme is
5 The focus marker -wa has an empty allomorph when it appears next to the theme in some dialects of
Aymara.
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straightened (27) or dirtied (28) more than anything else—crucially, no maximum
need be reached. Thus, (27) describes an event of Mary’s straightening of the hair
in which some degree (not necessarily the maximum) is reached and no other thing
was straightened to that degree. (28) describes an event of Mary’s dirtying of that
table in which some degree (not necessarily the maximum) is reached and no other
thing was dirtied to that degree.
To sum up, this section has shown that sentences with -su in Aymara display
the ambiguities that have been reported in the literature for adjectival superlatives.
Based on this, I propose that -su is a verbal superlative.
6 Proposal
This section spells out my proposal. In subsection 6.1, I briefly address what kind of
analysis for the verbal superlative I will pursue and make my assumptions explicit;
I further propose the denotation of -su. In subsection 6.2, I discuss how absolute
readings are achieved. In subsection 6.3, I turn to relative readings, which involve
discussion of the interaction of the verbal superlative with focus.
6.1 Setup and assumptions
I will pursue an analysis that follows Heim (1999) (see also Pancheva & Tomaszewicz
Pancheva & Tomaszewicz; Tomaszewicz 2015 for recent analyses in a similar vein),
i.e., an analysis involving movement of the superlative morpheme at L(ogical)
F(orm)—in principle, an in situ analysis can also be pursued; the purpose here
is more modest, namely, to provide an initial analysis that derives the properties
discussed in the previous sections.
Restricting the account to the verbal domain, which here involves the highest
projection within vP/VP and, I assume, includes the landing site of -su, the LFs I
assume appear in (29-30). The LF in (29) is the one I assume is present to derive
absolute readings; the LFs in (30) are the ones I assume are present to derive relative
readings—the LFs in (30) vary depending on which argument is focalized; I will
adopt an approach to focus which follows Rooth (1992) et seq., as will be made
explicit in subsection 6.3. I assume that the external argument is an agent, which is
introduced by little v (Kratzer 1996), that movement of -su leaves a trace t ∈Dd , and
that C is a comparison class, which is formed by degree-event pairs—in the LFs, Ag
= agent, F = focus, P = gradable base, Th = theme.
(29) [[λd [vP Ag [[[VP Th [P -cha]] td] v]]] [C -su]]
(30) a. [[[λd [vP AgF [[[VP Th [P -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
b. [[[λd [vP Ag [[[VP ThF [P -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
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In this subsection, I will focus on the compositional setup up to the vP node, i.e.,
to the part of the LF in (31) (which is common to both (29-30)), and will propose
what the denotation of -su is. In the next subsections, I will focus on how to derive
the absolute and relative readings discussed in section 5.
(31) [vP Ag [[[VP Th [ P -cha ]] td] v]]
I will first discuss my assumptions with regard to gradable bases and degree
achievements. I assume that gradable base predicates denote relations of type
〈d,〈e, it〉〉 (i is the type of events) which are true of degree d, individual x and event
e iff x holds d in the scale of the base in e (von Stechow 1984; Heim 1985; Bierwisch
1989; Klein 1991; Kennedy & McNally 2005; Kennedy & Levin 2008)—I assume
that d is held constant throughout the run time of e (Morzycki 2015). I provide
examples with the bases used throughout this paper, namely, llusk’a ‘straight’ (32)
and qañu ‘dirty’ (33), which are true of degree d, individual x and event e iff x is
d-straight and d-dirty (respectively) in e.
(32) Jllusk’aK= λdλxλe[straight(x,d,e)]
(33) JqañuK= λdλxλe[dirty(x,d,e)]
Within the approach that assumes that gradable bases denote relations, which
is the one I adopt here, I adapt Kennedy & Levin’s (2008) proposal for degree
achievements, in particular, I assume that the core meaning of degree achievements
is derived from gradable bases, but, instead of assuming that degree achievements
denote differential measure functions representing the amount to which an individual
changes in an event, I assume that they denote relations such that an individual holds
a degree of change in an event. This is stated in (34). Informally, (34) says that
the relation P∆, which is derived from any gradable base P, is true of individual x,
degree d and event e iff x holds d in e, where d is less than or equal to the non-zero
subtraction of the degree of P x holds at the end of e minus the degree of P x holds at
the beginning of e. As anticipated in section 2, degree achievements (which denote
relation P∆) will include a scale that is top-closed or top-open depending on the scale
of the base. In what follows, I also use P for variables of type 〈d,〈e, it〉〉 (i.e., the
type of gradable bases); I use P∆ for variables of type 〈d, it〉 in addition to using it to
refer to degree achievements (with partially saturated arguments), the commonality
being that there is a degree of change involved.
(34) For any gradable base P, there is a derived P∆ such that for any indi-
vidual x, degrees d,d′,d′′ and event e, P∆(x,d,e) holds iff P(x,d′, ini(e))
&P(x,d′′, f in(e))&d′ < d′′&d′′−d′ ≥ d.
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I further assume that the relation P∆ is downward monotonic (see, among others,
Heim 1999 for downward monotonicity of gradable base predicates), i.e., for any
individual x, degrees (of change) d,d′ and event e, if P∆ holds of x, d and e, and d′ is
less than d, then d′ is also held by x in e. This is captured in (35).
(35) A relation P∆ between individuals, degrees and events is downward mono-
tonic iff for any individual x, degrees (of change) d,d′ and event e, P∆(x,d,e)
&d′ < d→ P∆(x,d′,e).
In the case of Aymara, I further assume that the suffix -cha derives degree
achievements from gradable bases (Martínez Vera 2018; see also Hay et al. 1999;
Pedersen 2015). Specifically, I propose that the denotation of -cha is as in (36). (36)
is true of gradable base P, individual x, degree d and event e iff x holds d in e, where
d represents the amount to which x changed along the scale of P.
(36) J-chaK= λPλxλdλe[P∆(x,d,e)]
For illustration, recall the examples in (1-2), which are repeated below. I include
the LFs of the respective vPs as well—in the LFs to follow, I use English words for
ease of exposition.
(37) a. Mariya
Mary
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair to the greatest degree (of straightness).’
b. [vP Mary [[[VP the hair [straight -cha]] td] v]]
(38) a. Mariya
Mary
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table to the greatest degree (of dirtiness).’
b. [vP Mary [[[VP that table [dirty -cha]] td] v]]
The degree achievements in (37-38) are illustrated in (39-40): -cha combines
with the bases to derive degree achievements.
(39) J-chaK(Jllusk’aK) = λxλdλe[straight∆(x,d,e)]
(40) J-chaK(JqañuK) = λxλdλe[dirty∆(x,d,e)]
Setting aside some fairly standard details involved in the calculation under this
approach,6 the denotations of (37b,38b) are as in (41-42) respectively.
6 ag stands for the agentive relation which is true of individual x and event e iff x is the agent of e (see
Kratzer 1996 for further details, in particular, for details with regard to how it is possible to combine
the agent in LFs as in (37b,38b) by means of Event Identification).
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(41) J(37b)K= λdλe[ag(m,e)&straight∆(h,d,e)]
(42) J(38b)K= λdλe[ag(m,e)&dirty∆(t,d,e)]
Within this setup, I now turn to the denotation -su, which is stated in (43).
Specifically, I propose that -su is a verbal superlative involving comparison of
relations of degrees and events where degree (of change) d of P∆ in event e is not
held in any other degree-event pair 〈d,e′〉 in comparison class X .
(43) J-suK= λXλP∆λe∃d[P∆(d,e)&∀e′[e 6= e′&〈d,e′〉 ∈ X →¬P∆(d,e′)]]
6.2 Absolute readings
Recall the LF in (29) (repeated below), which, as anticipated, is the one present to
yield absolute readings.
(44) [[λd [vP Ag [[[VP Th [P -cha]] td] v]]] [C -su]]
To show how I account for this reading, recall the LFs of the vPs of (37a,38a) in
(37b,38b). In (45-46), I incorporate the binder of the degree trace, the comparison
class and -su.
(45) [[λd [vP Mary [[[VP the hair [straight -cha]] td] v]]] [C -su]]
(46) [[λd [vP Mary [[[VP that table [dirty -cha]] td] v]]] [C -su]]
Each of these LFs represent a different case, namely, (45) illustrates the case
where the gradable base in the derived verb has a top-closed scale, whereas (46)
illustrates the case where the gradable base in the derived verb has a top-open scale.
The denotation of (45) appears in (47). (45) is true of event e iff Mary straightened
the hair to some degree (of change) d such that d is not reached in any other event e′
in which Mary straightened the hair. Here the comparison class X equals C, i.e., this
is the case in which the comparison class remains (fairly) unrestricted.
(47) J(45)K= λe∃d[ag(m,e)&straight∆(h,d,e)&
∀e′[e 6= e′&〈d,e′〉 ∈ X →¬[ag(m,e′)&straight∆(t,d,e′)]]]
It is important to point out that the denotation in (47) does not guarantee that the
maximum of straightness is reached, which is the degree that is reached by default
according to intuitions. To make sure that this is the case, I follow Kennedy & Levin
(2008) (see also Kennedy 2007) who claim that, in expressions including degree
achievements with a top-closed scale, there is a pragmatic principle that ensures that
the maximum is reached in events of change whenever the scale of the predicate
includes it. This is the principle of Interpretive Economy, which is stated in (48).
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This guarantees that the maximum is reached whenever it is encoded lexically, which
is the case in the example under discussion.7 It is worth pointing out that the use
of this principle here is somewhat different from the authors’ initial intention: for
them Interpretive Economy regulates the selection of a standard; here Interpretive
Economy regulates how the comparison class for the verbal superlative is formed (in
particular, it excludes events in which a degree of change to a maximum is reached).
(48) Interpretive Economy
Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements of
a sentence to the computation of its truth conditions.
The case of (46) is similar to the one in (45) in that, in (46), there is an event in
which Mary dirtied that table to some degree (of change) and there is no other event
in which that degree was reached. Here, again, the comparison class X equals C.
The denotation of (46) appears in (49).
(49) J(46)K= λe∃d[ag(m,e)&dirty∆(t,d,e)&
∀e′[e 6= e′&〈d,e′〉 ∈ X →¬[ag(m,e′)&dirty∆(t,d,e′)]]]
What is different between (45-46) is that, in the latter, the scale is top-open,
whereas it is top-closed in the former. This means that, in the latter, a contextual
maximum is reached—as discussed above, a lexical maximum is reached in the
former. More generally, this means that Interpretive Economy does not apply in
cases in which the scale of the predicate is top-open.
6.3 Relative readings
Relative readings in verbal superlatives arise when there is interaction with focus,
which, as discussed in section 5, is marked by means of -wa in Aymara. Here I adopt
Rooth’s (1992) approach to focus and adapt it in terms of degree-event relations,
which in this case involves focus association by means of the ∼ operator—as is well-
known, focus association under this approach involves the presence of alternatives.8
In particular, under this approach, expressions have an ordinary value o and a focus
value f . The former corresponds with the standard meaning of the expression under
consideration and the latter is the set of degree-event alternatives. In the cases under
7 Note that this is different from adjectival superlatives: in cases like (i), no maximum of straightness
need be reached.
(i) The man bought the straightest rod.
I leave a detailed contrast between verbal and adjectival superlatives for future research.
8 The literature on focus is extensive. See Rooth (2016) for a recent take on it.
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consideration, the focus value is tied to the (focalized) NP: here I have considered
focalized external (agent) and internal (theme) arguments—the focus alternatives
will vary depending on which NP is focalized.
Below I repeat the LFs in (30a-b) that are present to yield relative readings.
The focalized argument in (50a) is the agent; the focalized argument in (50b) is the
theme.
(50) a. [[[λd [vP AgF [[[VP Th [P -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
b. [[[λd [vP Ag [[[VP ThF [P -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
To illustrate relative readings of verbal superlatives in Aymara, I will first address
the case in which the external argument is focalized. In this regard, recall examples
(25-26), which are repeated below. I also include their LFs.
(51) a. [Mariya-wa]
Mary-FOC
ñikut(a)- /0
hair-ACC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair more than anybody else did (i.e., Mary
made a greater change in straightness than anybody else did).’
b. [[[λd [vP MaryF [[[VP the hair [straight -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
(52) a. [Mariya-wa]
Mary-FOC
uka
that
mis(a)- /0
table-ACC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table more than anybody else did (i.e., Mary made a
greater change in dirtiness than anybody else did).’
b. [[[λd [vP MaryF [[[VP that table [dirty -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
Of relevance for the discussion is that the external argument is focalized. In
terms of focus association, what this means is that the expressions in (51-52), in
addition to an ordinary value—which is as stated in (41-42) in subsection 6.1 and
appears below in (53a,54a) for (51b,52b) respectively—have a focus value, which
involves individual alternatives, i.e., it involves different individuals straightening
the hair (53b) and dirtying the table (54b).
(53) a. J(51b)Ko = λdλe[ag(m,e)&straight∆(h,d,e)]
b. J(51b)K f = {λdλe[ag(x,e)&straight∆(h,d,e)|x ∈ De}
(54) a. J(52b)Ko = λdλe[ag(m,e)&dirty∆(t,d,e)]
b. J(52b)K f = {λdλe[ag(x,e)&dirty∆(t,d,e)|x ∈ De}
The relative reading arises in connection with the focus alternatives in (53b,54b)—
these include the original values in (53a,54a) as one of the alternatives. Comparison
class X is a subset of these sets (Heim 1999). Under this approach, it suffices that
Mary straightened the hair more than anybody else (51) and that Mary dirtied that
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table more than anybody else (52). Crucial here is that a maximum need not be
reached, as long as the degree (of change) to which Mary straightened the hair
or Mary dirtied that table is greater than any other degree to which the hair was
straightened or that table was dirtied by anybody else.
I now turn to the case in which the theme is focalized, which is, mutatis mutandis,
parallel to the case in which the external argument is focalized. Recall examples
(27-28), which are repeated below. I also include their LFs.
(55) a. Mariya
Mary
[ñikut(a)- /0-wa]
hair-ACC-FOC
llusk’a-ch(a)-su-(i).
straight-cha-su-3S
‘Mary straightened the hair more than anything else (i.e., the change
in straightness of the hair is greater than the change in straightness of
anything else).’
b. [[[λd [vP Mary [[[VP the hairF [straight -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
(56) a. Mariya
Mary
[uka
that
mis(a)- /0-wa]
table-ACC-FOC
qañu-ch(a)-su-(i).
dirty-cha-su-3S
‘Mary dirtied that table more than anything else (i.e., the change in
dirtiness of that table is greater than the change in dirtiness of anything
else).’
b. [[[λd [vP Mary [[[VP that tableF [dirty -cha]] td] v]]] ∼C] [C -su]]
What is relevant here is that the internal argument is focalized. In addition to an
ordinary value—which is as stated in (41-42) in subsection 6.1 and appears below in
(57a,58a) for (55b,56b) respectively—(55-56) have a focus value, which involves
individual alternatives, i.e., it involves Mary straightening (57b) and dirtying (58b)
different things.
(57) a. J(55b)Ko = λdλe[ag(m,e)&straight∆(h,d,e)]
b. J(55b)K f = {λdλe[ag(m,e)&straight∆(x,d,e)|x ∈ De}
(58) a. J(56b)Ko = λdλe[ag(m,e)&dirty∆(t,d,e)]
b. J(56b)K f = {λdλe[ag(m,e)&dirty∆(x,d,e)|x ∈ De}
The relative reading arises in connection with the focus alternatives in (57b,58b).
Comparison class X is a subset of these sets. Under this approach, it suffices that the
hair’s change in straightness was greater than the change in straightness of anything
else (56) and that that table’s change in dirtiness was greater than the change in
dirtiness of anything else (56). Thus, a maximum need not be reached, as long as
the degree (of change) to which the hair was straightened or that table was dirtied is
greater than any other degree to which any other thing was straightened or dirtied.9
9 Although the main focus of this paper does not reside in an account of the telicity contrasts discussed
in section 3, it is worth pointing out that the proposal put forward in this section is compatible with
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7 Conclusion
This paper has made the novel observation that Southern Aymara has a verbal
superlative, namely, the suffix -su, that combines with degree achievements—for
illustration, I focused here on degree achievements derived with the suffix -cha. I
have shown that the ambiguity attested in the literature addressing adjectival su-
perlatives between an absolute and a relative reading is also present in the Aymara
cases involving -su. More generally, this paper has argued that there is a relevant
notion of superlatives beyond the adjectival domain by focusing in the verbal do-
main. The proposal in this paper constitutes an initial attempt to characterize verbal
superlatives, which I have stated in terms of comparison of degree-event pairs. I
have further shown how the absolute reading of verbal superlatives arises under this
approach: a degree of change to the maximum is reached in an event and this degree
is not reached in any of the events in the relevant comparison class. The relative
reading of verbal superlatives arises when there is interaction with focus; I discussed
cases with a focalized external and internal argument. In the presence of a focalized
argument, a maximum need not be reached in the event (as long as the relevant
degree of change exceeds the degree(s) reached in the events in the comparison class
determined by the focalized arguments).
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